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In accordance with AAA Commercial Arbitration Rule R-37, the Citizen Potawatomi

Nation ("Nation" or "Claimant"), a federally recognized Indian tribal government, hereby

applies for interim injunctive relief pending determination of the issues raised in the Nation's

Demand for Arbitration. In its Demand, the Nation is seeking the arbitrator's determination of:

(1) the arbitrator's own jurisdiction and the scope of the parties' arbitration agreement

that the Nation claims to provide the exclusive means by which Oklahoma may enforce

obligations set forth in a Tribal-State Gaming Compact containing that agreement; and

(2) whether the Compact's Dispute Resolution procedure is the exclusive means by

which Oklahoma may enforce purported duties imposed by the Compact's Part 5(I), requiring

the Nation's compliance with Oklahoma law governing sale and service of alcoholic beverages.

Oklahoma is threatening to revoke the Nation's Compact facilities' state licenses to serve

and sell alcoholic beverages, which will inflict irreparable harm on the Nation, its businesses,

and its citizens who depend on the income generated from the threatened businesses. By this

Application the Nation seeks interim relief to prevent Oklahoma from revoking the Nation's

alcoholic-beverage licenses in its Compact facilities pending the arbitrator's determination of the

merits of this controversy.

For the arbitrator's convenience, the arbitration agreement is Exhibit A-1. It is contained

in Part 12 of a Tribal—State Gaming Compact, attached in full as Exhibit A-2. The Compact's

origins are described below.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

A. The Nation, IGRA, and the Compact

The Nation is a federally recognized, sovereign Indian tribe. 74 Fed. Reg. 40218-19. The

Nation is recognized by more than forty treaties, including the Treaty with the Potawatomi,

1867, 15 Stat. 531, as a sovereign under the protection of the laws, jurisdiction, and government



of the United States. The Nation has a tribal government and tribal territory located in central

Oklahoma. The Nation maintains its capital complex near Shawnee, Oklahoma.

The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act ("IGRA"), 25 U.S.C. §§ 2701-2721 authorizes any

State and any Indian Tribe to enter into aTribal—State compact governing certain gaming

activities on lands of the Indian tribe, subject to approval by the Secretary of the Interior. 25

U.S.C. § 2710(d)(3). In 2004, Oklahoma extended an offer to all tribes within Oklahoma to

enter into such a compact, which contained non-negotiable terms drafted by Oklahoma. 3A O.S.

§ 281. The Nation accepted Oklahoma's offer on November 30, 2004, and formed the Citizen

Potawatomi Nation Tribal Gaming Compact with Oklahoma ("Compact"). The Secretary of the

Interior approved the Compact on January 28, 2005. See Fed. Reg. Vol. 70, No. 26, at p. 6903.

The IGRA divides gaming activity into three classes. Class I games are social games

with prizes of nominal value or games in tribal ceremonies, and are within tribal regulatory

jurisdiction. 25 U.S.C. § 2703(6), § 2710(a)(1). Class II gaming includes bingo and authorized

card games, which are within tribal jurisdiction but subject to limited state regulations. Id. §

2703(7)(A). Class III gaming is defined as all forms of gaming not in Class I or Class II (id., §

2703(8)), and must be conducted in compliance with aTribal—State gaming compact. Id. §

2710(d)(1).

The Compact governs any Nation facility where a Class III game is conducted on tribal

lands. Compact, Part 3, ¶14; 3A O.S. § 269. The Nation currently has two facilities operating

Class III games ("Compact facilities"): its FireLake Grand Casino, and its FireLake

Entertainment Center. The Nation's Compact facilities are located on federal trust lands held for

the Nation's benefit.
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B. Compact Dispute-Resolution Procedures

Under the Compact, all communications between the parties with respect to either party's

compliance with its obligations under the Compact are required to be made by specified

agencies, i.e., the "State Compliance Agency" for Oklahoma, and the "Tribal Compliance

Agency" for the Nation. See Compact, Part 3, definitions in (25) and (26), and Parts 7 and 8,

delineating the roles of the Tribal Compliance Agency and the State Compliance Agency,

respectively, in monitoring compliance and raising enforcement issues with the other party. Part

7(C) provides: "The [State Compliance Agency] ...shall disclose to the [Tribal Compliance

Agency] any concerns, suspected activities, or pending matters reasonably believed to possibly

constitute violations of this Compact by any person, organization or entity, if such disclosure will

not compromise the interest sought to be protected."

Part 12 of the Compact provides unambiguous Dispute Resolution procedures in the

event of a dispute. The preamble to Part 12 reads, in its entirety:

In the event that either party to this Compact believes that the other party has
failed to comply with any requirement of this Compact, or in the event of any
dispute hereunder, including, but not limited to, a dispute over the proper
interpretation of the terms and conditions of this Compact, the following
procedures may be invoked.

(Emphasis added.) Any violation of any term of the Compact or disagreement about the scope or

interpretation of the Compact engages Part 12. Part 12 is divided into three numbered

subdivisions, the provisions of which provide (in summary):

Paragraph 1 —the parties agree to meet and attempt to "resolve all disputes amicably and

voluntarily whenever possible";

Paragraph 2 —the parties agree that should they fail to reach an amicable resolution of

the dispute, "either party may refer a dispute arising under this Compact to arbitration under the

rules of the American Arbitration Association (AAA)"; and
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Paragraph 3 —the parties agree that following arbitration either party may "bring an

action against the other in a federal district court for the de novo review of any arbitration award

under [Part 2] of this Part".

Finally, each party consented to a waiver of sovereign immunity for the purpose of

arbitrating disputes and for federal court de novo review of the arbitration award under the

Compact.

The parties agreed that their arbitration would proceed "under the rules of the American

Arbitration Association (AAA)." Those rules confer authority upon the arbitrator to determine

disputes regarding the arbitrator's own jurisdiction or the scope of the arbitration agreement, as

discussed at more length below. AAA Commercial Arbitration Rule R-7(a).

C. Compact Provisions RegulatinE Sale and Service of Alcoholic Beverages

The Compact expressly covers a Compact facility's duties with respect to sale and

service of alcoholic beverages. Part 5(I) states: "The sale and service of alcoholic beverages in a

facility shall be in compliance with state, federal and tribal law in regard to the licensing and sale

of such beverages."

D. Oklahoma Tax Commission Proceedings Against the Nation's Compact
Facilities

On May 28, 2014, the Oklahoma T~ Commission's ("OTC") Compliance Division filed

an administrative complaint against the Nation seeking to revoke the Nation's low-point beer and

mixed-beverage permits (hereafter "alcoholic-beverage" permits) and related sales-tax permits

for all of the Nation's tribal enterprises, including Compact facilities. Oklahoma cites the failure

by non-Compact tribal businesses to collect such Oklahoma sales tomes as a ground to revoke

Compact facilities' alcoholic beverage licenses. On December 15, 2015, the OTC's

Administrative Law Judge ("ALJ") stayed the proceedings pending arbitration, agreeing with the

4



Nation's contention -- the same contention made herein -- that as to Compact facilities those

Dispute Resolution procedures are exclusive. The ALJ found that the OTC's complaint

"necessarily implicates a condition under the Compact" because of the specific violation alleged

by the OTC, which is covered by the Compact, Part 5(I). However, the OTC's Compliance

Division appealed that decision to the Commission, and on April 14, 2015 the Commission

summarily reversed the ALJ and recommenced the administrative proceedings against the Nation

threatening the Nation's alcoholic beverage licenses in its Compact facilities. See Exhibit B.

E. Alcoholic Beverage Laws Enforcement Commission Proceedings Against a
Compact Facility

On November 11, 2012, the Oklahoma Alcoholic Beverage Laws Enforcement

Commission ("ABLE") issued a citation to the Nation asserting that the Nation's FireLake Grand

Casino had violated alcoholic beverage laws by serving and selling such beverages on Sundays,

a restricted day in Pottawatomie County. The Nation objected to ABLE exercising jurisdiction

over the FireLake Grand Casino, a Compact facility, arguing that only Compact dispute

resolution procedures are available and that Oklahoma was violating those procedures through

the ABLE proceedings. (The Nation also contended that the Compact's intent is to allow all

Compact facilities of all tribes to sell on the same terms, a position endorsed by former

Oklahoma Governor Brad Henry, who negotiated the Compact on behalf of Oklahoma and

whose affidavit was tendered in support. See Exhibit C.) After conducting a hearing, on

September 4, 2014, an ALJ for the ABLE Commission recommended that the Commission reject

the Nation's contentions, including its contention that the arbitration and other Dispute

Resolution procedures of the Compact exclusively govern as to Oklahoma enforcement

proceedings against the FireLake Grand Casino. On March 11, 2015, the ABLE Commission

adopted the ALJ's recommended Order and findings.
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On April 8, 2015, the Nation filed an appeal to district court (in Pottawatomie County)

pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, the only procedural remedy provided by

Oklahoma law. The Nation will be seeking a stay of that appeal pending this arbitration.

Accordingly, the injunctive relief the Nation initially seeks with respect to that proceeding is to

require the State to join in that application for stay unless the State will do so voluntarily (the

Nation has made such a request and is awaiting response).

F. The Nation's Invocation of Compact Dispute Resolution Procedures and the
Parties' Impasse

On October 24, 2014, the Nation gave notice to Oklahoma pursuant to Part 12 of the

Compact to demand a meeting to confer regarding the Nation's contention that Oklahoma is

violating the Compact by its administrative enforcement efforts against the Nation's Compact

facilities in disregard of the Dispute Resolution procedures, including arbitration, provided by

the Compact. Oklahoma objected to the sufficiency of the notice under the Compact. Rather

than quarrel over the question, the Nation gave additional notice to Oklahoma under the

Compact. On December 4, 2014, pursuant to Part 12 and Part 14 of the Compact, the Nation

sent a notice of the Compact dispute to Governor Mary Fallin, Attorney General Scott Pruitt, and

Representative Paul Wesselhoft, Chair of the Joint State-Tribal Relations Committee. A meeting

between Claimant and Respondent took place on January 7, 2015.

At the January 7, 2015 meeting, without first seeking the Nation's consent, Oklahoma's

representatives placed video cameras in their designated meeting room to record the contents of

the meeting. The Nation protested that this conduct did not reflect an effort to engage in open,

candid, and good-faith discussions to resolve the parties' disputes, but the Nation acquiesced

upon insistence by Oklahoma's lead representative, the Oklahoma Governor's General Counsel,

Steve Mullins. At the meeting, Mr. Mullins, on behalf of Oklahoma, disagreed with the Nation's



contention that Oklahoma was violating the Compact Dispute Resolution procedures by its

administrative enforcement efforts against the Nation's Compact facilities, and the parties

reached an impasse, with Oklahoma's representative entreating the Nation's representative to

forgo arbitration in favor of immediate federal judicial resolution of the parties' controversy.

The Nation's Compact facilities are indispensable to the viability of the Nation's

economy. In addition to generating revenue to support tribal government services, these

facilities provide jobs for tribal members, which in turn provide economic stability for tribal

families and confront tribal poverty. The Nation also enjoys valuable business relationships and

access to credit, earned through years of dependable contracting with vendors and suppliers.

Finally, the Nation has earned invaluable customer loyalty through years of customer

development and retention and investment in the customer's experience while at the Compact

facilities. Oklahoma's threat to revoke the Nation's alcoholic beverage permits places all of this

in jeopardy. The cumulative effect of Oklahoma's administrative action is imminent and

irreparable harm to both the Nation and its enterprises.

ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES

The Nation invokes the AAA Commercial Rules governing injunctive relief in order to

prevent Oklahoma from ignoring the Dispute Resolution procedures of the Compact and

revoking the Nation's alcoholic-beverage licenses before any decision by the arbitrator as to

whether the dispute is covered by the Compact. For its part, Oklahoma continues to claim that

its attempted revocation of alcoholic-beverage licenses and permits at Compact facilities does

not present an arbitrable issue—and, indeed, that the dispute does not arise under the Compact at

all. The impasse created by Oklahoma's denial of its obligations under the Compact is not

merely an academic quarrel over jurisdiction. The Nation's present inability to effectively assert

its right to arbitration, coupled with its compelled and involuntary entanglement in a State-
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imposed administrative regime, threatens immediate and irreparable harm to substantial tribal

interests. Under the provisions of AAA Commercial Arbitration Rule R-37(a), "[t]he arbitrator

may take whatever interim measures he or she deems necessary, including injunctive relief."1

Such relief is amply warranted here.

I. The Parties Agreed to Submit to An Arbitrator Any Dispute over the Arbitrator's
Own Jurisdiction or the Scope of the Compact, Including its Dispute Resolution
Provision

Both federal and Oklahoma law unequivocally favor arbitration of disputes that the

parties have agreed to submit to arbitration. 9 U.S.C. §2; 12 O.S. §1857(A). The Federal

Arbitration Act ("FAA") provision, 9 U.S.C. §2, makes any such written agreement "valid,

irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the

revocation of any contract." See also Rent-A-Center, West, Inc. v. Jackson, 561 U.S. 63, 67

(2010). The FAA applies to all arbitration agreements affecting interstate commerce, including

commerce with Indian Tribes.Z Here, the FAA plainly applies since the Compact affects

commerce between the State and an Indian tribe and the Nation's Compact facilities affect

substantial interstate commerce through interstate patronage, goods and services.

The FAA is a "congressional declaration of a liberal federal policy favoring arbitration

agreements." Moses H. Cone Mem'l Hosp. v. Mercury Constr. Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 24 (1983). It

"establishes that, as a matter of federal law, any doubts concerning the scope of arbitrable issues

should be resolved in favor of arbitration, whether the problem at hand is the construction of the

contract language itself or an allegation of waiver, delay, or a like defense to arbitrability." Id. at

1 At the time the parties entered into the Compact, AAA Commercial Rule R-34 (2003 ed.)
contained identical relevant language allowing an arbitrator to craft effective interim relief
pending an arbitrator's decision on the merits of a claim.

2 Id.; see also U.S. CoNST. art. I, § 8, cl. 3; Citizens Bank v. Alafabco, Inc., 539 U.S. 52, 56-57
(2003). Bruner v. Timberlane Manor Ltd. P'ship, 2006 OK 90, ¶ 14, 155 P.3d 16, 22 (citing
Perry v. Thomas, 482 U.S. 483, 491 (1987)).
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24-25. Parties can agree to arbitrate whether a particular claim is subject to arbitration so long

as they clearly and unmistakably do so in their agreement. First Options of Chicago, Inc. v.

Kaplan, 514 U.S. 938, 944 (1995). This presumption in favor of arbitration "places arbitration

agreements on an equal footing with other contracts and requires courts to enforce them

according to their terms." Rent A-Center, 561 U.S. at 67. Here, the parties have expressly

agreed to arbitrate all matters arising from and concerning their Compact -- including the

threshold issue of the arbitration clause's applicability.

Notably, this is not merely a dispute between private citizens or even between a State and

one of its corporate citizens. Rather, this dispute is between two sovereign entities~ach with

its own court systems, statutes and regulations, and sovereign immunity—that entered into a

State-Tribal Gaming Compact under the IGRA. The IGRA "represents a balance struck by

Congress among the interests of tribal governments, the states, and the federal government in

gaming activities on Indian lands." Muhammad v. Comanche Nation Casino, 742 F.Supp.2d

1268, 1276 (W.D. Okla. 2010).

As a domestic dependent sovereign, the Nation is subject to suit "only where Congress

has authorized the suit or the [Nation] has waived its immunity." Kiowa Tribe of Okla. v. Mfg.

Techs., Inc., 523 U.S. 751, 754 (1998); Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Cmry., 134 S. Ct. 2024,

2030 (2014). Similarly, Oklahoma enjoys sovereign immunity from suit by the Nation for

matters arising under the IGRA. Thus, the "federal government has a strong interest in providing

a neutral forum for the resolution of disputes concerning the proper interpretation of the

E



agreement or, where the parties have agreed to arbitration, for the enforcement of a resolution

reached in the arbitral forum." Muhammad, 742 F. Supp. 2d at 1276.3

The Compact here does not confer upon either of the two sovereigns any jurisdiction over

the other sovereign to determine disputes arising under their Compact. Neither government

consented to the jurisdiction of the other's tribunals or administrative agencies as to such crucial

matters. Rather, the parties agreed to adispute-resolution process that provided for a neutral

forum in which to resolve disputes. The neutral forum upon which the parties agreed was

arbitration "under the rules of the American Arbitration Association (AAA)." Exhibit A-1, ¶ 2.

The parties also expressly waived their sovereign immunity for purposes of the dispute

resolution procedures, including arbitration. Id. ¶¶ 2-3. Oklahoma may not usurp the arbitrator's

function by purporting to resolve such disputes through its own administrative tribunals, and

independent of the Compact's specified dispute resolution process.

The parties also agreed to submit disputes regarding arbitrability to arbitration, again a

logical consequence of the fact that two sovereigns are involved. The parties agreed to submit to

arbitration "any dispute hereunder, including, but not limited to, a dispute over the proper

interpretation of the terms and conditions of this Compact," and elected to arbitrate under the

"rules of the American Arbitration Association (AAA)." Compact, Part 12. "A party who

consents by contract to arbitration before the AAA also consents to be bound by the procedural

3 Similarly, the states are not privileged to decide disputes among themselves. Rather, the U.S.
Supreme Court is given exclusive jurisdiction over such disputes, under art. III, § 2, cl. 1 and 28
U.S.C. § 1251(a).
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rules of the AAA, unless that party indicates otherwise in the contract."4 Here the parties

expressly agreed to be bound by AAA Rules. The AAA Rule R-7 provides:

The arbitrator shall have the power to rule on his or her own jurisdiction,
including any objections with respect to the existence, scope, or validity of the
arbitration agreement or to the arbitrability of any claim or counterclaim.

The version in effect when the Compact was made was substantially the same.s Additionally,

the current Rule R-8 (2013 ed.) grants an arbitrator authority to interpret and apply the AAA

rules "insofar as they relate to the arbitrator's powers and duties." "Therefore, by incorporating

the AAA Rules and agreeing to be bound by these rules, the parties ̀ clearly and unmistakably'

evidenced their intent to arbitrate all matters, including the question of arbitrability." Getzelman

v. Trustwave Holdings, Inc., No. 13-CV-02987-CMA-KMT, 2014 WL 3809736, at *3 (D. Colo.

Aug. 1, 2014) (citations omitted); Grosvenor v. Qwest Commc'ns Intl, Inc., No. 09-CV-2848-

WDM-KMT, 2010 WL 3906253, at *6 (D. Colo. Sept. 30, 2010).

The parties' express incorporation of the AAA Rules into their agreement—including the

arbitrator's broad jurisdictional mandate---constitutes clear and unmistakable evidence of their

intent to delegate any threshold issues of arbitrability to the arbitrator for a binding

determination. See, e.g., Fadal Machining Ctrs., LLC v. Compumachine, Inc., 461 F. App'x 630,

632 (9th Cir. 2011); Fallo v. High-Tech Inst., 559 F.3d 874, 878 (8th Cir. 2009); Qualcomm Inc.

v. Nokia Corp., 466 F.3d 1366, 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2006); Terminix Int'Z Co. v. Palmer Ranch Ltd.

P'ship, 432 F.3d 1327, 1332 (11th Cir. 2005); Contec Corp. v. Remote Solution Co., 398 F.3d

205, 211 (2d Cir. 2005); Apollo Computer, Inc. v. Berg, 886 F.2d 469, 473 (1st Cir. 1989); Chen

4 P & P Indus., Inc. v. Sutter Corp., 179 F.3d 861, 867-68 (10th Cir. 1999); see United States ex
rel. Beauchamp v. Academi Training Ctr., Inc., No. 1:11CV371, 2013 WL 1332028, at *5 (E.D.
Va. Mar. 29, 2013) (discussing agreement among circuits and analyzing the issue).

5 "The arbitrator shall have the power to rule on his or her own jurisdiction, including any
objections with respect to the existence, scope or validity of the arbitration agreement."
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v. Dillard's Inc., No. 12-CV-2366-CM, 2012 WL 4127958, at *2 n.l (D. Kan. Sept. 19, 2012);

Pikes Peak Nephrology Assocs., P.C. v. Total Renal Care, Inc., No. 09-CV-00928-CMA-MEH,

2010 WL 1348326, at *7 (D. Colo. Mar. 30, 2010).

Fundamentally, "it is the language of the contract that defines the scope of disputes

subject to arbitration." EEOC v. Waffle House, Inc., 534 U.S. 279, 289 (2002). As emphasized

by the Supreme Court, "[t]he American Arbitration Association Rules ...are not secondary

interpretive aides that supplement our reading of the contract; they are prescriptions incorporated

by the express terms of the agreement itself." C & L Enters., Inc. v. Citizen Band Potawatomi

Indian Tribe of Okla., 532 U.S. 411, 419 n.l (2001). Because both the Nation and Oklahoma

adopted the AAA Rules for dispute resolution in the Compact, the gateway issue of arbitrability

is properly before the arbitrator in the first instance.

II. The Arbitrator Possesses Authority to Grant an Injunction

Oklahoma argues in its Answer that an arbitrator cannot issue an injunction against

Oklahoma because Oklahoma is acting through its administrative arms. Answering Statement,

p.10. AAA Rule R-37(a) expressly provides the authority of the arbitrator to grant injunctive

relief. Oklahoma's argument that its own agencies or officers are not bound to Oklahoma's

Compact is meritless, as discussed below. Just as the Nation, which Oklahoma seeks to control

by its threats, operates through its agencies and officers, Oklahoma operates through its own

agencies and officers, who are issuing those unlawful threats. Of course, an arbitrator cannot

enforce aninjunction -- the parties must seek confirmation of the arbitrator's order and request

that relief from the federal court. A preliminary injunction against Oklahoma pending arbitration

will operate as a matter of law against Oklahoma's agencies, but if an injunction is issued and

Oklahoma wishes to argue otherwise it will be free to present that contention in federal court.
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III. The Arbitrator Should Preliminarily Enjoin Oklahoma from Revoking the Nation's
Compact Facilities' Affected Licenses Pending Completion of this Arbitration

Under consistent and well-established case law, a party is entitled to a preliminary

injunction after the satisfactory showing of four elements: (1) a likelihood of success on the

merits; (2) a likelihood that the party will suffer irreparable harm in the absence of a preliminary

injunction; (3) that the balance of the equities tips in the moving party's favor; and (4) that the

injunction serves the public interest. Little v. Jones, 607 F.3d 1245, 1251 (10th Cir. 2010).

In addition, as stated by the Tenth Circuit, if the party seeking the preliminary injunction

establishes the second, third, and fourth factors listed above, "then the first factor becomes less

strict—i. e. , instead of showing a substantial likelihood of success, the party need only prove that

there are ̀ questions going to the merits ... so serious, substantial, difficult, and doubtful as to

make the issue ripe for litigation and deserving of more deliberate investigation."' Prairie Band

ofPotawatomi Indians v. Pierce, 253 F.3d 1234, 1246-47 (10th Cir. 2001) (citation omitted).

The Nation addresses these factors in a different sequence, concluding with the merits.

A. The Nation Will Suffer Irreparable Harm If Oklahoma Is Not Temporarily
Enjoined from Revoking the Nation's Alcoholic-Beverage Permits

It is no coincidence that Oklahoma has chosen to threaten the Nation's Compact

facilities. Oklahoma is acutely aware that those facilities are the Nation's economic lifeblood.

Oklahoma's threat to revoke the Nation's alcoholic-beverage permits is one to inflict immediate

and irreparable economic harm on the Nation if the Nation does not submit to Oklahoma's

demands. The Nation's Compact facilities depend on the ability to obtain, sell, and serve

alcoholic beverages to patrons at its tribal-life-sustaining casinos, and to remain competitive with

other available entertainment, including but not limited to other tribes' casinos, which may

continue to sell alcoholic beverages for the present.
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Those other tribes, incidentally, also do not collect the takes upon which the State

predicates its threat, but it is apparent the State anticipates to similarly prosecute them after its

envisioned victory against the Nation. The United Indian Nations from Oklahoma, Kansas, and

Texas ("UINOKT") have already joined in publicly declaring their support for the Nation's

position in this controversy, recognizing that the State intends to imperil their economic vitality

in the same manner. See Exhibit D, UINOKT's May 13, 2015 press release ("TRIBAL

NATIONS FROM OKLAHOMA, KANSAS, AND TEXAS UNITE AND TAKE SWIFT

ACTION AGAINST THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA'S EFFORTS TO BREAK GAMING

AGREEMENTS ON TRIBAL LAND").

A party satisfies the irreparable-harm requirement by showing "a significant risk that he

or she will experience harm that cannot be compensated after the fact by monetary damages."

RoDa Drilling Co. v. Siegal, 552 F.3d 1203, 1210 (10th Cir. 2009). "The concept of irreparable

harm, unfortunately, ̀ does not readily lend itself to definition."' Pierce, 253 F.3d at 1250

(quoting Wis. Gas Co. v. Fed. Energy Regulatory Comm'n, 758 F.2d 669, 674 (D.C. Cir. 1985)).

Not so in this case: The irreparable harm to the Nation is readily apparent and simple to define.

The calculated injuries that Oklahoma threatens to inflict upon the Nation are manifest.

First, the Nation faces an imminent and certain threat to its tribal self-sustainability, as well as its

ability to sustain its self-governance. Revocation of the Nation's alcoholic-beverage permits

will result in: (1) a substantial loss of revenue to support tribal government functions and to

provide for community services; (2) the loss of jobs held by tribal members impacting tribal

families; (3) the loss of valuable business relationships and access to credit; and (4) the loss of

ongoing business and customer loyalty when existing customers remove their business to other

entertainment alternatives where alcoholic beverages are being sold, including but not limited to
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competing casinos. See, e.g., Kiowa Indian Tribe of Oklahoma v. Hoover, 150 F.3d 1163, 1171

(10th Cir. 1998) (finding that seizure of tribal assets significantly interferes with tribal self-

governance); Seneca-Cayuga Tribe of Oklahoma v. State of Okla. ex rel. Thompson, 874 F.2d

709, 716 (10th Cir. 1989) (threatened loss of jobs employing Indians significantly interferes with

self-governance and is sufficient for an irreparable harm); Fireworks Spectacular, Inc. v.

Premier Pyrotechnics, Inc., 86 F.Supp.2d 1102, 1107 (D. Kan. 2000) (finding loss of customers

and customer goodwill an irreparable injury); Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska v. Stovall, 216

F.Supp.2d 1226, 1232 (D. Kan. 2002), affd, 341 F.3d 1202 (10th Cir. 2003) (claims that Tribe

would be unable to conduct business, access credit, or maintain supplier relationships was

irreparable harm). Indeed, the realization of even one of these anticipated harms to the Nation—

such as the loss of its customer base and goodwill—would by itself cause incalculable damage.

The Nation of course stands ready to present evidence of these axiomatic harms if Oklahoma

disputes them (and it will seek remunerative litigation expenses incurred as a result).

Second, a state's invasion of tribal sovereignty alone can constitute irreparable injury.

Wyandotte Nation v. Sebelius, 443 F.3d 1247, 1255 (10th Cir. 2006). Such harm is "not easily

subject to valuation but also, and perhaps more important, monetary relief might not be available

to the tribe because of the state's sovereign immunity." Pierce, 253 F.3d at 1251.

Finally, the Nation will also lose a substantial bargained-for right: the Dispute Resolution

provisions in the Compact. See EIG Global Energy Partners, LLC v. TCWAsset Mgmt. Co., No.

CV 12-7173-CAS-MANX, 2012 WL 5990113, at *8 (C.D. Cal. Nov. 30, 2012) (loss of a

bargained for right is irreversibly lost and "necessarily results in irreparable harm"); Wisdom

Import Sales Co., L.L.C. v. Labatt Brewing Co., Ltd., 339 F.3d 101, 114 (2d Cir. 2003) (denial of

bargained-for rights "may constitute irreparable harm for purposes of obtaining preliminary
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injunctive relief where such rights are central to preserving an agreed-upon balance of power");

Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. v. Maynahonah, No. CV-11-648-D, 2011 WL 3876519, at *12 (W.D.

Okla. Sept. 2, 2011) (finding that plaintiff's bargained-for right to arbitration "may be

irretrievably lost or impaired" without preliminary injunction). The Dispute Resolution

provisions in Part 12 of the Compact are essential bargained-for rights, and Oklahoma's adverse

actions against the Nation in violation of those material rights substantially threaten the operation

of the Nation's tribal enterprises and the integrity and enforcement of the sovereign-to-sovereign

agreement. Indeed, delay or material infringement of the Nation's right to enforcement of the

arbitration agreement alone suffices to show irreparable harm. E.g., Am. Fin. Servs. Assn. v.

Burke, 169 F.Supp.2d 62, 70 (D. Conn. 2001) (citing Iowa Utils. Bd. v. FCC, 109 F.3d 418, 425

(8th Cir. 1996); Brenntag Int'Z Chemicals, Inc. v. Bank of India, 175 F.3d 245, 249-50 (2d Cir.

1999)); Salad Bowl Franchise Corp. v. Crane, No. 3:11-CV-0043-D, 2011 WL 942239, at *6

(N.D. Tex. Mar. 17, 2011).

In sum, the Nation will suffer irreparable harm that cannot be compensated by monetary

damages absent interim injunctive relief to preserve the status quo.

B. The Balance of the Equities Tips in the Nation's Favor and Outweighs Any
Harm to Oklahoma

The Nation seeks only to maintain the status quo while an arbitrator determines the

outcome of the present controversy regarding whether Oklahoma's actions inimical to the

Nation's Compact facilities concerning licensing and sale of alcoholic beverages (Compact Part

5(I)) are covered by the Compact Dispute Resolution provision of Part 12. "When balancing the

equities among the parties, the Court must consider whether the threatened injury to the movant

outweighs the potential harm to the defendants if the injunction issues." Alpha Capital Anstalt v.
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Ness Energy Intl, Inc., No. CIV-10-1218-D, 2011 WL 232393, at *7 (W.D. Okla. Jan. 24, 2011)

(citing Kikumura v. Hurley, 242 F.3d 950, 955 (10th Cir. 2001)).

The harms identified above are significant and threaten the Nation's ability to support its

citizens, its tribal government, the services provided by that government, and the needs of the

surrounding community. Oklahoma obviously possesses enormously greater financial strength

than the Nation, and the loss of purportedly owing taa~ revenues to be collected in the future, if at

all, has minimal comparative impact on Oklahoma. Because the threatened harm to the Nation

outweighs the potential harm to the State, the balance of the equities is in the Nation's favor.

C. A Preliminary Injunction Is in the Public Interest

Preserving and maintaining tribal sovereignty and self-governance is in the public's

interest and promotes express federal public policy. Courts have repeatedly recognized the

public's strong interest in the continuation of social services, public safety, and educational

programs that benefit tribal members. See, e.g., Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska, 205 F. Supp. 2d

at 1223 (citing Sac &Fox Nation of Missouri v. LaFaver, 905 F.Supp. 904, 907-08 (D. Kan.

1995); Crow Creek Sioux Tribal Farms, Inc. v. IRS, 684 F.Supp.2d 1152, 1160 (D.S.D. 2010).

Similarly, the public has an interest in tribal economic development and promoting cultural

heritage. Notably, the Compact here was approved in an Oklahoma public election, 2004 State

Question 712, Legislative Referendum No. 335.

The injunction will permit the Nation to maintain its tribal income and continue

providing services to its members and surrounding community. A preliminary injunction is in

the public's interest.

D. There Is a Substantial Likelihood the Nation Will Succeed on the Merits

There is a substantial likelihood that the Nation will succeed in showing that that the

arbitrator has authority to determine the arbitrability of the current dispute, and that the dispute is
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subject to the Compact's arbitration agreement. In order to show likelihood of success on the

merits, the Nation need only establish a reasonable probability of success. Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. Lennen, 640 F.2d 255, 261 (10th Cir. 1981).

Concisely stated, the parties to the Compact—the Nation and Oklahoma—agreed to

arbitrate disputes such as the current one relating to the Nation's sale and service of alcoholic

beverages in Compact facilities. Because the sale and service of alcoholic beverages at the

Nation's Compact facilities is controlled by the Compact, Oklahoma is violating the Compact's

Dispute Resolution provision by conducting its own administrative proceedings seeking to

revoke the Nation's alcoholic-beverage permits for the Nation's Compact facilities. The

Compact plainly binds both the State and its instrumentalities. Oklahoma's unilateral actions are

no more valid than if the Nation initiated -- in its own courts -- a declaratory judgment action to

determine that the Nation has not violated the Compact's Part 5(I) (governing alcoholic beverage

licensing and sales).

A compact is a contract. Texas v. New Mexico, 482 U.S. 124, 128 (1987). As with any

contract, the courts first examine "the express terms of the Compact as the best indication of the

intent of the parties." Tarrant Regional Water Dist. v. Herrmann, 133 S. Ct. 2120, 2130 (2013)

(citations omitted); Spahr v. Secco, 330 F.3d 1266, 1269 (10th Cir. 2003) ("[A]rbitration is a

matter of contract ....") (quotation omitted). The Compact here provides an exclusive dispute

resolution procedure to enforce compliance with the Compact's provisions through arbitration.

Oklahoma's threats against the Nation's Compact facilities engage the Compact's

Dispute Resolution procedure in two ways: First, Oklahoma seeks to revoke the Nation's

Compact facilities'. alcoholic-beverage permits far failure by the Nation's tribal businesses

(including non-Compact businesses) to collect sales tax on sales of goods and services to
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nontribal members. This implicates Part 5, Section I of the Compact, which provides: "The sale

and service of alcoholic beverages in a facility shall be in compliance with state, federal and

tribal law in regard to the licensing and sale of such beverages." Second, even if the Nation is

mistaken in the foregoing contention, it is not Oklahoma's prerogative to decide whether the

Nation is right or wrong. That question is one of Compact interpretation which the parties

delegated to an arbitrator -- not one of their own tribunals.

The likelihood of the Nation's success on the merits is amplified when considered in

view of the arguments made by Oklahoma in its Answering Statement filed on May 12, 2015.

Oklahoma there denies the validity of the arbitration process in resolving this dispute, asserting

that there is nothing for an arbitrator to decide. Oklahoma then argues that if an arbitrable

dispute exists, that dispute cannot be arbitrated until Oklahoma finishes violating the arbitration

agreement by its administrative proceedings in disregard of its exclusive provisions. Oklahoma

asserts that the Nation has waived arbitration by entering an appearance in its tribunals -- where

the Nation has steadfastly asserted its sovereign immunity and the exclusivity of the Compact

Dispute resolution procedure, and objected to the penalties Oklahoma seeks to impose upon it.

Finally, Oklahoma claims that arbitration would lead to an "absurd result"—albeit one expressly

contemplated by Congress with the passage of the IGRA—and therefore be worthless. These

contentions are meritless.

First, Oklahoma mischaracterizes the Nation's arbitration demand as a stopgap attempt to

avoid compliance with the State's administrative proceedings, which Oklahoma strives

throughout its Answering Statement to endow with an aura of inevitability. To the contrary, the

Nation has invoked the only proper and available procedure between these two sovereigns to

decide the dispute as to the Compact's applicability -- and Oklahoma has not improved its
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position on that dispute by openly flouting that procedure. The question of whether the

Compact's arbitration procedures apply to disputes over alcoholic-beverage sales in the Nation's

Compact facilities is determinable only by an arbitrator -- not by the tribunals of one of the self-

interested Compacting sovereigns.

Oklahoma's suggestion that the Nation has waived its sovereign immunity is contrary to

controlling federal law and the Nation's filings in Oklahoma's tribunals. "It is settled that a

waiver of sovereign immunity "`cannot be implied but must be unequivocally expressed.""'

Santa CZaYa Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 58 (1978) (citing authorities); Dilliner v. Seneca-

Cayuga Tribe, 2011 OK 61, ¶ 12, 258 P.3d 516, 519 (citing Santa Clara). "Absent an effective

waiver or consent," Oklahoma lacks adjudicative jurisdiction over the Nation in Compact-related

disputes. Id. Not only did the Nation fail to waive and consent to Oklahoma's administrative

efforts against the Nation's Compact facilities, the Nation has repeatedly and unequivocally

objected to those proceedings, citing its sovereign immunity and the exclusivity of the

Compact's Dispute Resolution procedure.6

6 E.g., Exhibit E, excerpt from the Nation's 8/29/2014 brief supporting its motion to dismiss the
OTC proceeding at 8 ("The whole purpose of Part 12 of the Tribal —State Compact is to prevent
precisely this type of agency enforcement action in front of a state administrative law hearing.");
id. at 12 ("If the State wishes to disregard the mutual intent of the parties which negotiated the
Compact, it must do so before the American Arbitration Association."); id. at 10 (state ta~~ability
of sales on tribal lands "is not the proper subject of a state agency administrative hearing" and "it
isn't for this forum to determine what, if any, ta~~es the State of Oklahoma can, or should, impose
upon the State's Indian tribes; suggesting that the State of Oklahoma can extort payment from
the golf course (through a licensing requirement of the Tribal-State Gaming Compact) to prevent
the State from intentionally injuring or depriving the Nation of the benefit it receives from the
gaming compact is unsupportable and without merit."); Exhibit F, excerpt from the Nation's
10/27/2014 motion to dismiss or stay the OTC proceeding pending arbitration at 11 ("The
Compact exclusively governs the dispute resolution processes for OTC's allegations against the
Nation. The OTC has exceeded its regulatory authority in attempting to revoke the Nation's
permits. The Nation respectfully requests this Tribunal dismiss this case or, alternatively, that it
stay this matter pending arbitration."); Exhibit G, 11/12/2014 excerpt from Nation's motion to
dismiss or stay the ABLE proceeding pending arbitration at 6 ("Like the OTC, the ABLE
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Oklahoma tenaciously adheres to its assertion that it may arrogate itself above tribal

sovereignty and its own Compact duties by initiating administrative enforcement proceedings

against the Nation. This contention, however, is belied by Supreme Court case law, the plainly

expressed legislative judgment underlying the IGRA, and even Oklahoma law itself. Oklahoma

chiefly contends that an arbitrator lacks power to enjoin parallel or otherwise related

administrative actions and, further, that the Nation must exhaust all administrative remedies

before seeking recourse to arbitration—with exhaustion conveniently becoming tantamount to

waiver. To begin with, these arguments cannot be reconciled with the Supreme Court's blunt

affirmation that the "national policy favoring arbitration" subordinates "any state substantive or

procedural policies to the contrary" that "interfere[] with arbitration." AT&T Mobility LLC v.

Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. 1740, 1749-50 (2011) (quotation marks omitted). Broadly stated,

"[w]hen state law prohibits outright the arbitration of a particular type of claim, the analysis is

straightforward: The conflicting rule is displaced by the FAA." Id. at 1747. Simply put, "[t]he

FAA's displacement of conflicting state law is ̀ now well-established' and has been repeatedly

affirmed." Preston v. Ferrer, 552 U.S. 346, 353 (2008) (quoting Allied—Bruce Terminix, 513

U.S. at 272).

Among the state policies specifically required by the Supreme Court to give way to the

overarching national policy in favor of arbitration is "a state-law rule requiring exhaustion of

administrative remedies before arbitration." Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. at 1749 (discussing

Commission lacks any authority to regulate the provisions of the Compact.") id. at 7 ("The
Compact mandates that the arbitrator, not this Tribunal, shall decide any disputes as to [the
alcoholic beverages provision]."); id. at 10 ("Both the Compact and federal law prohibit the
Alcoholic Beverage Laws Enforcement Commission from regulating the Nation's sale and
service of alcoholic beverages within its gaming enterprises."); id. at 11 ("The ABLE
Commission's attempt to assert its regulatory authority over the Nation is not supported by the
Compact or federal law.").
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Preston's holding). In Preston, the Supreme Court considered and rejected the argument that a

state administrative agency could claim primary jurisdiction over an arbitrable dispute, holding

that "[w]hen parties agree to arbitrate all questions arising under a contract, the FAA supersedes

state laws lodging primary jurisdiction in another forum, whether judicial or administrative."

552 U.S. at 359. As the Court later reiterated in Concepcion, "[a] prime objective of an

agreement to arbitrate is to achieve streamlined proceedings and expeditious results, which

objective would be frustrated by requiring a dispute to be heard by an agency first. That rule .. .

would at the least, hinder speedy resolution of the controversy." 131 S. Ct. at 1749 (internal

quotation marks and citations omitted).

Oklahoma makes much of the fact that its instrumentalities—here, OTC and ABLE—are

tasked under state law with regulation and enforcement responsibilities related to the licensing

and sale of alcoholic beverages. While alcoholic beverage control can be a difficult task, as to

the Nation's Compact facilities it is not a task consigned to State administrative forums by State

instrumentalities. The adjudication of those matters now falls squarely within the Compact's

Dispute Resolution procedures, following notice and prior attempts to resolve the matter by

agreement between the State Compliance Agency and the Tribal Compliance Agency, as the

Compact provides. Exhibit A-2, Compact, Parts 7 and 12.

At least following Preston and Concepcion, the "`mere involvement of an administrative

agency in the enforcement of a statute' ...does not limit private parties' obligation to comply

~ Notwithstanding these decisive precedents, Oklahoma goes so far as to claim that—apparently
without limitation—an administrative action cannot be stayed pending arbitration. See
Oklahoma's Answering Statement at 11. The case on which Oklahoma relies in support of this
dubious contention struggles to shoulder its burden, ultimately buckling under the statement that
the FAA "only extends injunctions in aid of arbitration to parties to an arbitration agreement"—
precisely the situation here. See Oxford Med. Grp., P.C. v. Vossoughian, 154 F. Supp. 2d 782,
786 (S.D.N.Y. 2001).
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with their arbitration agreements." Preston, 552 U.S. at 358 (quoting Gilmer v.

Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.S. 20, 28-29 (1991)). And, as between sovereigns, the

rule necessarily applies with even greater solemnity and force.

By a similar token, Oklahoma's expansive claim that the Nation must exhaust

Oklahoma's administrative remedies before seeking the exclusive arbitration remedy that the

parties agreed upon by Compact is also facially inapplicable. Oklahoma's "exhaustion doctrine

...governs only where the law requires that administrative process be pursued as a prerequisite

for a later court action." State ex rel. Okla. Dept of Mines v. Jackson, 1997 OK 149, ¶ 12, 950

P.2d 306, 310 (emphasis added). The Nation is not seeking "resort to the courts" for review of a

prior or pending agency decision. See Martin v. HaYrah Indep. Sch. Dist., 1975 OK 154, ¶ 7,

543 P.2d 1370, 1372. Rather, the Nation is asserting its Compact-founded right to arbitration,

where Oklahoma should have pursued this matter from the beginning. A doctrine addressing "a

prerequisite for a later court action" has no applicability when arbitration itself is the unsatisfied

prerequisite that the Nation seeks to enforce. See Okla. Dept of Mines, ¶ 12, 950 P.2d at 310.

And even if the Nation were seeking relief from an Oklahoma court, the doctrine would not

apply: "[W]hen a state agency has no authority to resolve a particular dispute, exhaustion of

administrative remedies raises no bar to a district court action." State ex rel. Okla. Dept of

Mines, 1997 OK 149, n.6, 950 P.2d at 310 n.6.

Finally, Oklahoma briefly warns of a purportedly "absurd result" and "unworkable"

confusion that would befall its regulatory and enforcement schemes if disputes involving

Compact facilities were resolved in arbitration while its State agencies were left to adjudicate

issues with "non-Compact businesses." The IGRA's legislative history reflects that Congress

considered—and discarded the arixious prophecy of patchwork jurisdictional befuddlement
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trumpeted by Oklahoma. Simply put, the IGRA "is intended to expressly preempt the field in the

governance of gaming activities on Indian lands." S. REP. No. 100-446, at 6 (1988), as reprinted

in 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3071, 3076. This manifests Congress's conclusion "that the use of

compacts between tribes and states is the best mechanism to assure that the interests of both

sovereign entities are met with respect to the regulation of complex gaming enterprises." Id. at

13, 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 3083. Ultimately, "the compact process is a viable mechanism for

settling various matters between two equal sovereigns." Id.

The Compact reflects the careful balance struck between sovereigns. The Nation and

Oklahoma agreed that the resolution of controversies over matters addressed by the Compact and

concerning Compact facilities must stand governed by Compact procedures. Neither sovereign

is entitled to seek special recourse through its own tribunals. The essential neutrality of

arbitration furthers the good-faith interests of both sovereigns. For this reason, the Compact

prescribes arbitration, the Nation and Oklahoma agreed to it, and the American Arbitration

Association has jurisdiction to enforce it. The Nation has satisfied its burden of demonstrating

its likelihood of success on the merits of its arbitrable claims.

CONCLUSION

The parties' conflicting positions on these disputes regarding construction and scope of

the Compact fall within the Dispute Resolution provision of the Compact. If Oklahoma is

determined to carry out its threats against the Nation with respect to licensing and sales of

alcoholic beverages within the Nation's Compact facilities, it must do so through the Compact

Dispute Resolution procedures on which it agreedincluding arbitration.

Pending determination of the issues raised in the Nation's Demand for Arbitration, an

AAA arbitrator should grant interim relief enjoining Oklahoma (which includes its agencies and

officers as a matter of law) from further prosecuting any proceedings outside the Dispute
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Resolution procedures set forth in the Compact that threaten the Nation's alcoholic-beverage

licenses or permits in Compact facilities. As to the Nation's appeal to district court under the

Administrative Procedures Act from the ABLE Commission order purporting to decide issues

delegated to the arbitrator, the arbitrator should direct Oklahoma to join with the Nation in an

application to stay that proceeding.
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313 NE 21st Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
scott.pruitt@oag. ok. gov

Chair, State-Tribal Relations Committee
Attn: Rep. Paul Wesselhoft
Oklahoma House of Representatives
2300 N. Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
paulwesselhoft@okhouse.gov
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BEFORE TIC OKLAHOMA TAX COMMISSION
STATE OF OKLAHOMA

IN THE MATTER OF THE )
CERTIFICATION OF ISSUE IN TIC )
COMPLAINT FOR REVOCATION ) CASE NO. JM-14-005-K
OF TIC LICENSES/PERMITS OF TIC )
CITIZEN POTAWATOMI NATION )

ORDER NO. ~ 2 015 0 4 14 0 8

The above matter comes on for consideration by the Oklahoma Tax Commission

this ~'r day of April, 2015. Having reviewed the files and record herein, including

the Certification of Issue submitted January 26, 2015, in the above referenced matter

and the documents submitted therewith, the Commission finds that the Order of the

Administrative. Law Judge entered on December 15, 2014, Granting Motion to Stay

Proceedings Pending the Dispute-Resolution Procedures of the Model Gaming Compact

filed October 27, 2014, should be and hereby is reversed.

SO ORDERED APR 1 4 Z01~

~.

that the above 
and foregoing STEVE BURRAGE, VICE-CF3AI~VIAN

i Co hereby 
mortify Ana', ~ocumen? now on file

of the ong d.p~l ~ I s al f L~~ Jis a true coPY~~ess mY hand an r

in my off~~• ~~nmission, ~~
7t1e O~Iehoma:T~ sh, Secretary 

M~er
pawn gyp„

~y . e~retaAQ~~ha~~~ ~missian 
DAWN CASH, SECRE Y-MEMBER
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

May 13, 2015 
 

For more information, contact Lindsay Early at (580) 291-9688. 
 

TRIBAL NATIONS FROM OKLAHOMA, KANSAS, AND TEXAS UNITE AND TAKE 
SWIFT ACTION AGAINST THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA’S EFFORTS TO BREAK 

GAMING AGREEMENTS ON TRIBAL LAND 
 

The United Indian Nations of Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas (UINOKT) recently passed a 
unanimous resolution to support the Citizen Potawatomi Nation against the State of Oklahoma’s 
attempt to tax business enterprises on tribal land and break casino compacts. 
 
The UNIOKT met on May 7th in an emergency session to discuss threats and impending actions 
from the State of Oklahoma against the economic sovereignty of Citizen Potawatomi Nation. 
The State’s Tax Commission and Alcoholic Beverage Liquor Enforcement agency threatens to 
revoke licenses and permits used for gaming operations unless the Citizen Potawatomi Nation 
reports and collects taxes for all transactions between the Nation and non-members on trust land. 
 
Native American Tribes, unlike other governments, don’t have a tax base so tribes must operate 
businesses to generate tax revenue income to fund government services, which typically benefit 
the entire local community. 
 
Currently, the State is in the process of revoking sales tax permits, which is necessary to hold 
licenses to sell alcoholic beverages in the Nation’s casinos, unless the Nation reports and collects 
additional taxes for the State of Oklahoma. 
 
“The Citizen Potawatomi Nation is a model of economic growth for a sovereign Nation,” said 
Wallace Coffey, Chairman of the United Indian Nations of Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas. 
“Without any help from state and federal sources, they developed a successful business 
enterprise platform, which generated a tax base to grow and support their tribal programs and 
members. When the State of Oklahoma impedes on this success by garnishing taxes outside of 
our agreed upon compact terms, it erodes tribal sovereignty.” 
 
The tribal members of the UINOKT passed a resolution condemning the State for going outside 
the Model Tribal Gaming Compact (Compact) agreement that was jointly signed by the State and 
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every Nation in Oklahoma who operates tribal governmental gaming operations on trust land. 
 
The UINOKT resolution calls for the State to stop the illegal action and to abide by the dispute 
resolution structure outlined in the official Compact agreements instead of trying to force the 
CPN to defend itself within the state’s own administrative agencies. 
 
The UINOKT is a regional intratribal organization consisting of federally recognized Indian 
Nations whose collective purpose is to insure and maintain the integrity of their sovereign rights 
as independent nations under the protection of laws, jurisdiction, and government of the United 
States as well as support the free and independent commercial activity of tribes on Indian lands, 
free from the taxation of goods and services by other sovereign entities.  
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